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4-Hydroxyphenylacetate 3-hydroxylase (4HPA3H), a flavin-de-
pendent monooxygenase from E. coli that catalyzes the
hydroxylation of monophenols to catechols, was modified by
rational redesign to convert also more bulky substrates,
especially phenolic natural products like phenylpropanoids,
flavones or coumarins. Selected amino acid positions in the
binding pocket of 4HPA3H were exchanged with residues from
the homologous protein from Pseudomonas aeruginosa, yield-
ing variants with improved conversion of spacious substrates
such as the flavonoid naringenin or the alkaloid mimetic
2-hydroxycarbazole. Reactions were followed by an adapted

Fe(III)-catechol chromogenic assay selective for the products.
Especially substitution of the residue Y301 facilitated modu-
lation of substrate specificity: introduction of nonaromatic but
hydrophobic (iso)leucine resulted in the preference of the
substrate ferulic acid (having a guaiacyl (guajacyl) moiety, part
of the vanilloid motif) over unsubstituted monophenols. The
in vivo (whole-cell biocatalysts) and in vitro (three-enzyme
cascade) transformations of substrates by 4HPA3H and its
optimized variants was strictly regiospecific and proceeded
without generation of byproducts.

Introduction

Direct selective oxygenations of organic molecules with molec-
ular oxygen (air) are among the most challenging reactions in
organic chemistry. As such, they introduce a hydroxyl (or rarely
a keto) group by substitution of a hydrogen atom or – less
commonly – of another functionality. Although these reactions
are an essential part of synthetic routes to most natural and
other complex organic molecules, the selective introduction of
a hydroxyl group into alkyl or, in particular, aryl moieties is
demanding and often requires multiple steps if classical
chemical synthesis is concerned. Hence, the number of
methods for direct (aromatic) hydroxylation is still limited.[1–3] In
contrast to these chemosynthetic approaches, enzyme-medi-
ated hydroxylation often proved to be more effective due to
high regio- or stereoselectivity, and is increasingly favored. It

usually also is more compatible environmentally (due to
omission of problematic reagents or catalysts, e. g. chromium
salts, and the potential to reduce consumption of organic
solvents).[4]

Indeed, biocatalytic oxidative transformations have been
used for hydroxylations of structurally divergent compounds
such as steroids,[5–7] alkaloids,[5] terpenoids,[8] fatty acids or
simple alkanes.[5] In biosynthetic pathways, selective oxidative
functionalizations often rely on cytochrome P450-type enzymes,
which are the predominant type of hydroxylating proteins in all
organisms.[9] Thus, a multitude of cytochromes have been
produced recombinantly, paving the way for an in-depth
characterization with respect to substrate scope, as exemplified
for the well-known enzyme from Bacillus megaterium and its
variants, including the “workhorse” of these biocatalysts
BM3.[5,6,10] However, BM3 is a positive exception as most
cytochrome enzymes proved to be incompatible to many
in vitro or industrial processes. To name just a few drawbacks,
they are sensitive (Fe-complexing agents, H2O2 produced by
shunt mechanisms) and many are membrane-bound and
cannot be produced in standard expression hosts such as E. coli,
etc.

Alternatively, since a few years flavin-dependent monooxy-
genases are increasingly used in oxidative biotransformations,
including hydroxylation reactions.[10–15] These monooxygenases
belong to a superfamily of enzymes that is involved in key
metabolic processes in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells,
such as the biosynthesis of polyketides, coenzymes and side-
rophores or the degradation of a variety of aromatic natural
products.[12,16–18] The classification of flavin adenine dinucleotide
(FAD)-dependent monooxygenases is based on structural
features as well as on the type of electron donor and oxygen
transfer.[11,14] The prototypic enzyme 4-hydroxy-phenylacetate 3-
hydroxylase (4HPA3H or HpaB, EC 1.14.14.9) catalyzes the
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reaction of 4-hydroxyphenylacetate with oxygen to 3,4-dihy-
droxyphenylacetate. During the reaction, water is formed by
consumption of the cofactor FADH2, which is produced from
FAD by an additional reductase component (HpaC, E.C.
1.5.1.36).[20] Its highly specific ortho-hydroxylation is not re-
stricted to the natural substrate 4-hydroxyphenylacetate. There-
fore 4HPA3H is an attractive biocatalyst for challenging
oxidations of monophenols to σ-diphenols (catechols).[12,21,22]

Coloumbel and co-workers published a seminal study on the
transformation of 4-halophenols to 4-halocatechols by 4HPA3H
from Escherichia coli with live whole-cell biocatalysts.[23]

The same enzyme was used for the quantitative oxidation
of p-coumaric acid to caffeic acid as part of a reconstructed
plant biosynthetic pathway by Lin and Yan,[24] especially
because all the corresponding enzymes from plant sources are
cytochrome P450-dependent monooxygenases which proved
to be difficult to express functionally in E. coli. Notably, in this
case 4HPA3H-mediated hydroxylation proceeds without side
reactions and thus no undesired byproducts were reported.

Other biotransformations include the use of wildtype
4HPA3H in the hydroxylation of L-tyrosine to DOPA[25] or the
low-yield conversion of the basal flavonoid naringenin into
eriodictyol.[26]

Despite its efficiency and reaction specificity, the applic-
ability of 4HPA3H in biotechnology is still limited because a
toolbox of enzymes with a substrate scope expanding beyond
simple monophenols or flavonoids, e.g. natural products such
as phenolic alkaloids, is not yet available. Encouraged by a
recent report on the engineering of the enzyme’s product
specificity by site-directed exchange of an active site moiety,
which enabled the sequential conversion of caffeic acid into
3,4,5-trihydroxycinnamate in modified bacterial cells,[27] we
performed a detailed rational optimization of 4HPA3H from
E. coli. Herein, we report on enzyme variants suitable for the
conversion of a broad range of monophenols. In contrast to
other reports on 4HPA3H, which were solely focused on its
application in cellular systems, our improved enzymes could
also advantageously applied in an optimized in in vitro reaction
systems for producing the corresponding catechols cell-free.

Results and Discussion

Substrate spectrum of wild-type 4HPA3H

As mentioned above, bacteria producing recombinant 4HPA3H
proved to be well suited for conducting hydroxylation
reactions.[23,24,28] In this study, we first used these simple whole-
cell biocatalysts for probing the substrate requirements of
3HPA3H from E. coli. We applied the expression strain
BL21(DE3) (producing high levels of the recombinant mono-
oxygenase (up to 246 mgl� 1 of culture) under auto-inducing
conditions, but in contrast to previous studies[21–24] the cells
were not co-transformed with a plasmid harboring the gene for
a flavin reductase component as the endogenous reductase
activity proved to be sufficient to enable in vivo transformation
of substrates. Suspensions of the cells were tested for

hydroxylation of a set of eight phenolic compounds (Figure 1)
which belong to different classes of natural products: we
included (I) phenolic acids / ketones such as p-coumaric acid
(1), ferulic acid (3), rheosmin (15) and p-hydroxylbenzoic acid
(9), and (II) polycyclic compounds such as the hydroxylcoumarin
umbelliferone (13), the stilbene resveratrol (5) and the flavonoid
naringenin (7). Additionally, 2-hydroxylcarbazole (11) was
included, a readily available alkaloid-like substrate resembling
carbazoles from plant (e.g. Clauralia alkaloids) or bacterial origin
(carazostatin, carbazomadurins).[29] Similar to its known sub-
strates 1, 5 and 13[17,19] the cells also converted rheosmin 15
with high efficiency (100%) (Figure 2A). Remarkably, the
biocatalysts were also capable of hydroxylation of phenols 9
and 11, albeit lower yields of catechol products (39% and 9%,
resp.) were obtained. A potential involvement of other E. coli
monooxygenases in these conversions was ruled out by control
reactions (i. e. application of cells harboring the empty vector)
which showed no conversion. In contrast to the substrates
mentioned above, ferulic acid (3) and naringenin (7) were not
accepted at a detectable level, most probably because of their
bulky methoxy (3) or chromanone substituent (7). A low
conversion of naringenin (7) by the 4HPA3H was reported in
two previous papers,[26,30] which can be improved by a change
in the cultivation conditions.[30] Certainly, the used E. coli strain
might influence the transformation efficiency, which is maybe
the reason for the lack of conversion seen in our experiments.

We also tested 4HPA3H for conversion of 4-meth-
oxycinnamic acid and 4-aminocinnamic acid. These two
analogues of p-coumaric acid (1) were no substrates for the
enzyme (data not shown). Hence, in accordance with a previous
study (which showed that 4HPA3H enzymes are unable to
hydroxylate cinnamic acid),[21] the presence of a phenolic
hydroxyl group in the substrate seems to be mandatory for
enzymatic turnover.

Figure 1. Substrates (odd numbers) used in hydroxylation reactions and their
corresponding catechol products (even numbers). The hydroxyl groups
introduced into the monophenols by 4HPA3H-mediated oxidation are
depicted in dark grey and marked by dashed circles. Substrates: p-coumaric
acid (1), caffeic acid (2), ferulic acid (3), 5-hydroxyferulic acid (4), resveratrol
(5), piceatannol (6), naringenin (7), eriodictyol (8), p-hydroxybenzoic acid (9),
3,4-dihydroxybenzoic acid (10), 2-hydroxycarbazole (11), 2,3-dihydroxy-
carbazole (12), umbelliferone (13), esculetin (14), rheosmin (15), 4-(3,4-
dihydroxyphenyl)-butan-2-one (16).
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Optimization of 4HPA3H for hydroxylation of bulky
substrates

Unlike the 4HPA3H enzyme used in this study, the homologous
protein from Pseudomonas aeruginosa (homology: 85%, sim-
ilarity: 73%) was reported to readily hydroxylate ferulic acid
(3).[21] Thus, we speculated whether comparison of both
enzymes might yield structural features responsible for this
altered substrate scope - which are prerequisites for a rational
engineering of 4HPA3H specificity.

In order to gain insight into the architecture of the
individual active sites, the three-dimensional structures of the
proteins were modeled based on crystallographic data of the
related enzyme from Thermus thermophilus (PDB ID: 2YYJ,
(homology: 49%, similarity: 30%).[28] Both models were aligned
to the template (RSMD values: 0.78 and 1.14 Å for the E. coli
and pseudomonad enzyme), which also contains the substrate
4-hydroxy-phenylacetate and FAD (Figure 3). We inspected the
active sites for residues which are proximate to the aromatic
ring of 4-hydroxyphenylacetate, and identified three positions
which differ in the enzymes from E. coli (M293, Y301, S462) and
Pseudomonas aeruginosa (P293, F301, A462). Remarkably, all
these positions are occupied by less voluminous residues in the
latter enzyme, resulting in a more spacious active site. Thus, we
substituted those residues in the enzyme from E. coli to shift
the substrate scope in favor of more bulky substrates, yielding
the variants M293P, Y301F and S462A. For similar reasons,
isoleucine 157 which seems to directly interact with the
phenolic moiety of 4-hydroxyphenylacetate (Figure 3) was
exchanged against valine. Notably, the exchanges Y301F and
S462A also lead to an altered hydrophobicity of the active site
(as a hydroxylated side chain is substituted by a smaller but
more hydrophobic residue), which might also contribute to a
putative alteration in substrate scope.

Similar to the wild-type enzyme, the variants were applied
for in vivo hydroxylation reactions after appropriate expression
was confirmed by SDS-PAGE (see Figure S1 in Supporting
Information). Remarkably, the enzymes 4HPA3H-Y301F and
-S462A were comparably active towards substrates which were

also well-accepted by the wild-type enzyme (1, 13, 15), whereas
the variants M293P and, in particular, I157V showed reduced
productivity (Figure 2A). As expected, the variants are charac-
terized by an altered substrate specificity. For example, the
enzyme Y301F proved to be superior in conversion of the
substrates 5, 9 and 11. Strikingly, most variants were also
capable of a detectable oxidation of naringenin (7) and, to a
minor extend, of ferulic acid (3). This effect was even more
pronounced in some double variants, e. g. the enzyme Y301F/
S462A, which produced significantly more catechol product

Figure 2. Hydroxylation with live whole-cell biocatalysts. Substrates (structures are depicted in Figure 1) were added to suspensions of bacterial cells
expressing 4HPA3H or its single (A) and double variants (B) in a final concentration of 200 μM. After incubation for 16 hours, catechols and residual substrates
were extracted and analyzed by HPLC as described in the supporting methods (see Supporting Information).

Figure 3. Alignment of crystal structure of 4HPA3H from Thermus thermophi-
lus (PDB ID: 2YYJ) (green) with the models of the enzymes from E. coli (pale
yellow) and Pseudomonas aeruginosa (light blue). The models were
generated with the tool Phyre2 as described in the Experimental Section,
and aligned by the software MOE (version 2019.0101). The amino acid
residues in close vicinity to the substrate 4-hydroxyphenylacetate (orange)
which were subjected to mutagenesis are shown as labelled stick
representations. Gray/magenta: riboflavin/diphosphate moiety of the FAD
cofactor.
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from the bulky substrate 2-hydroxycarbazole 11 (Figure 2B)
than its parent variant Y301F (Figure 2A).

Since the substitution Y301F had the greatest impact on the
acceptance of challenging compounds, we decided to also
introduce a leucine or isoleucine into this position. Both amino
acids are similar to phenylalanine with respect to hydro-
phobicity, but are smaller in size.[31] Strikingly, the preferred
substrate of the resulting mutant enzymes was ferulic acid (3)
(which was converted up to 45% in particular by 4HPA3H-
Y301I), excelling well-known substrates such as p-coumaric acid
(1) (Figure 2A). Obviously, subtle changes in size and hydro-
phobicity of the active site – e.g. the formal replacement of a
hydroxyl group by a hydrogen atom in the variants Y301F and
S462A only – are sufficient to change the substrate scope of
4HPA3H enzymes.

A similar sensitivity to single amino acid substitutions was
observed in the exchange of active site and particular second-
shell residues in 4HPA3H. The latter residues are not in direct
contact with the substrates, but are supporting the structural
integrity of the active site. A recent study carried out by Deng
and co-workers[32] revealed that the exchange of the active site
positions V158, I157 and S210 either had no significant effect
on the hydroxylation of a set of cinnamate and mandelate
substrates, or strongly reduced activity. Likewise, substitution of
the second-shell arginine R379 in 4HPA3H by serine, cysteine or
glycine was used to probe the enzymes product selectivity,
yielding variants which were not able to convert the two
substrates L-tyrosine and 3-hydroxyphenyl-acetate accepted by
the wildtype enzyme.[24] Dhammaraj and co-authors engineered
4HPA3H for the aforementioned conversion of caffeic acid (2)[20]

by exchange of the second-shell tyrosine Y398. Taken together,
these altered substrate preferences caused by exchange of
second-shell positions seem to influence the enzyme activity
rather indirectly by slightly shifted positioning of active site
residues.

Product specificity of 4HPA3H and variants

To gain structural information on the hydroxylation products,
we performed whole-cell biotransformations in a larger scale
(500 mL of cell suspension). Each substrate was converted by
the enzyme variant that showed highest conversion in the
analytic in vivo reactions (see above). Similar to those trans-
formations, the catechol products were extracted from the
reaction mixture after 16 hours of incubation. The compounds,
which were purified by preparative reserve-phase HPLC, were
identified as the catechols shown in Figure 1 by 1H-NMR, MS
and MS2 analysis (see Experimental Section). Noteworthy,
4HPA3H and its variants demonstrated strict regio- and product
specificity. In contrast to the enzyme from Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, which performs sequential multiple
hydroxylations,[16] no further conversion of the formed catechols
into pyrogallol-like polyphenols was observed for both the
wild-type enzyme and its variants.

Activity of 4HPA3H and variants

In order to characterize 4HPA3H and its variants with respect to
their specific activity, the development of a reliable in vitro
assay was necessary. As the enzymes rely on a reductase
component which provides the cofactor FADH2 (Figure 4), we
focused on the screening of a suitable reductase enzyme in the
first step. The flavin reductase HpaC from E. coli – the
endogenous partner of 4HPA3H – could not be obtained as
purified enzyme due to formation of mainly insoluble protein
under a variety of expression conditions (data not shown). In
the search for homologous proteins, PrnF from Pseudomonas
protegens (NCBI accession AAY91318.1) which is a part of the
pseudomonad two-component arylamine oxygenase
system[34,35] showed to have high sequence identity (99%) to
HpaC. Recombinant PrnF proved to be well expressed in E. coli
(in a yield of 175 mgl� 1 of culture). Similar to literature data,[36]

this purified protein (see Figure S2 in Supporting Information)
was highly active in the reduction of FAD with NADH (16,660�
1,600 nmolmin� 1mg� 1).

For assaying 4HPA3H in microplates, 4HPA3H was incubated
with PrnF, the substrate p-coumaric acid (1) and formate
dehydrogenase (FDH) from Candida boidinii. We introduced this
enzyme for regeneration of the costly cofactor NADH: the NAD+

formed during the reaction is recycled with sodium formate,
yielding a sequential three-enzyme cascade for the transfer of
redox equivalents / oxygen (Figure 4). The conversion of p-
coumaric acid (1) was measured by complexation of the
produced caffeic acid with Fe3+ ions. The colored complex
formed during this reaction was quantitatively assayed via
spectrophotometry (see Figure S3 in Supporting Information).
We assayed 4HPA3H under optimized conditions (see next
section), yielding a specific activity (6.2�0.5 nmolmin� 1mg� 1)
that is comparable to literature values.[24] The variant Y301F/
S462A – which was also produced recombinantly (in a yield of
147 mgl� 1 of culture) and applied as purified enzyme (see
Figure S2 in Supporting Information) – showed reduced activity
(1.6�0.3 nmolmin� 1mg-1) towards p-coumaric acid (1). How-
ever, similar to the data obtained from whole-cell biotransfor-
mations (see above), this variant was beneficial in the
conversion of ferulic acid (3), which is also reflected by a
comparably high conversion rate (1.1�0.3 nmolmin� 1mg� 1).

In addition, the developed spectrophotometric assay was
used to determine how much of the shunt product H2O2 is
formed by the 4HPA3H enzyme. Therefore, H2O2 was quantified
during the hydroxylation of p-coumaric acid (1) by an adapted
peroxidase assay.[37] As common for flavin-dependent enzymes,
wild-type 4HPA3H showed a significant uncoupling, which

Figure 4. Scheme of enzyme cascade for in vitro hydroxylation. For recycling
of the cofactors NADH and FAD used in the aromatic hydroxylation step
(boldface), FDH from Candida boidinii and the flavin reductase PrnF from
Pseudomonas protegens were applied. Enzymes are shown in italics.
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converted an additional amounts of NADH (42.0�0.1% of the
consumption caused by the hydroxylation reaction) into shunt
H2O2. Noteworthy, the variant Y301F/S462A did not show a
higher tendency for uncoupling than the wild type (see
Table S1 in the Supporting Information).

In vitro production of catechols by 4HPA3H/PrnF

In a multitude of biocatalytic conversions, cell-free (in vitro)
systems proved to be superior to reactions with whole-cell
biocatalysts, especially with emphasis on substrate depletion by
and toxicity to the used microorganism by involved compounds,
side reactions, and for a more facile product purification.[38] In
order to develop an effective and low-cost enzyme system for
in vitro hydroxylation by 4HPA3H, we optimized several parame-
ters of the enzyme reaction with respect to maximum reaction
rate. By means of our spectrophotometric assay (see section
above), we screened different buffer systems and optimized the
concentration of reagents (p-coumaric acid (1), FAD, NADH and
methanol), the incubation temperature and oxygen transfer, e.g.
by variation of the shaking frequency (optimum conditions for
best reaction rates are given in the Experimental Section). In
particular, this fine-tuning yielded a reduction in the content of
NADH from 200 μM to 25 μM without loss of activity (see
Figure S4 in Supporting Information). Advantageously, HPA3H
showed tolerance to high concentrations of substrate (1 mM) and
of the co-solvent methanol (10%, v/v), which is beneficial due to
enhanced substrate solubility. The redox system was susceptible
to high concentrations of FAD which proved to be inhibitory (see
Figure S4 in Supporting Information). In contrast to the cofactors,
the accompanying redox enzymes PrnF and FDH were used in
excess to ensure an unrestrained coupling.

Subsequently, we applied the optimized reaction conditions
to the in vitro oxidation of the substrates shown in Figure 1
(without further optimization for a specific substrate). In
accordance with the substrate specificity of the enzyme in
whole-cell transformation experiments (Figure 2A), product
yields in the conversion by the wild-type 4HPA3H (Figure 5A)
ranged from high (1, 13, 15) or moderate (5) to low (9, 11) (see
footnote1), whereas ferulic acid 3 was not oxidized. In addition,
we selectively tested the mutant enzymes Y301F/S462A and
Y301I from the initial screen (Figure 5B). Although a direct
comparison between the in vivo and cell-free system is not
possible due to e.g. the different substrate concentration, the
variants again proved to be optimal for transformation of the
more challenging substrates such as naringenin (7) and ferulic
acid (3), respectively (see footnotes1,2). However, in contrast to

the in vivo experiments 2-hydroxycarbazole (11) was not
accepted by the double variant Y301F/S462A. Obviously, the
high concentration of the aromatic substrate 11 seems to
trigger enzyme inhibition in this case, which was confirmed by
detection of activity at a lower substrate concentration (see
footnote3). This effect has previously been observed in trans-
formations with other 4HPA3H enzymes.[21]

Conclusions

This paper is the first report on rational optimization of the
active site of the flavin-dependent monooxygenase 4HPA3H
towards a higher activity on non-natural substrates. We showed
that single substitutions are sufficient to engineer new

Figure 5. In vitro hydroxylation by the 4HPA3H/PrnF/FDH system. Purified
4HPA3H (A) or variants (B, Y301I depicted in white and Y301F/S462A
depicted in black) were used for conversion of substrates (1 mM, structures
with numbers are shown in Figure 1) under optimized conditions (10 μM
FAD, 200 μM NADH, 10% (v/v) MeOH) as specified in the supporting
methods (see Supporting Information); b.d.: below detection.

1HPLC analysis of the reaction products confirmed product specificity. All
conversions – except for naringenin (7) where 4HPA3H-Y301I was used –
yielded the previously identified catechols (Figure 1) only.
2 In contrast to the experiments with live biocatalysts (Figure 2A), some low-
level conversion of naringenin (7) was observed by wild-type 4HPA3H under
in vitro conditions (25% yield). This effect might be explained by a better
substrate availability due to the higher naringenin concentration in vitro.
This is accordance with the high KM value of wild-type 4HPA3H for this
substrate.[26]

3 The double variant Y301F/S462A showed high conversion at substrate
concentrations of 200 μM and 500 μM. To a lesser extent, the single variant
Y301I was capable of hydroxylating 2-hydroxycarbazole (11) under in vitro
conditions, i. e. at a concentration of 200 μM only (see Table S2 in the
Supporting Information). This differential effect indicates a general inhibition
by this substrate, which in addition seems to be dependent on the
architecture of the active site.
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functionalities into 4HPA3H, yielding enzymes which are
optimal for conversion of e.g. sterically challenging substrates.
This strategy affords robust biocatalysts which provide an
alternative to other enzymatic hydroxylation systems (e.g.
cytochromes), especially due to high yield, strict regio- and
product specificity. In addition, the applicability of the enzyme
not only in whole-cell hydroxylation reactions but also in in vitro
production systems will pave the way for its use in e.g.
multienzyme and microscale reaction systems.

Experimental Section

Enzyme production and quantification

The 4HPA3H gene from Escherichia coli BL21(DE3) and the PrnF
gene from Pseudomonas protegens were introduced into a modified
pET28a(+)vector by BsaI-directed ligation. Enzyme variants were
constructed by mutagenesis of pET28a(+)-4HPA3H by the Quik
Change II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent, Santa Clara, USA).
The recombinant enzymes, which carried a hexahistidine tag at
their N-terminal, were produced in E. coli BL21(DE3) (see Supporting
Information) and purified by immobilized Co2+ ion affinity
chromatography as described previously.[39] Purified proteins were
checked for homogeneity by sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacryla-
mide gel electrophoresis, and their concentration was determined
by the method of Bradford.[40]

Whole-cell bioconversions and product identification

Reactions (10 mL) were performed in duplicates in auto-inducing
medium[41] containing 200 μM hydroxylase substrate. Cultures were
inoculated with E. coli BL21(DE3) harboring either the plasmids for
production of 4HPA3H or its variants (hydroxylation reactions) or
the empty vector (controls). After 16 hours of incubation at 37 °C,
samples of the cell suspension (in case of 2-hydroxycarbazole) or of
the supernatants from centrifugation (all other substrates) were
acidified and extracted with ethyl acetate. The extracts were
subjected to HPLC analysis (see Supporting Information). For
product identification, preparative transformations were performed
in larger scale (500 mL). Products extracted with ethyl acetate were
purified by preparative HPLC and analyzed by 1H NMR and ESI-
FTMS (see Supporting Information).

Homology modeling

The three-dimensional structures of 4HPA3H from E. coli and P.
aeruginosa were modeled by means of the online protein fold
recognition server Phyre2[42] The model with the highest score,
which is based on crystallographic data of the 4HPA3H enzyme
from Thermus thermophilus (PDB ID: 2YYJ)[19] was used for align-
ments and active site studies. The determination of RMSD values
was conducted using the software Molecular Operating Environ-
ment (Chemical Computing Group ULC 2019).

Spectrophotometric activity assay for 4HPA3H

The reactions (80 μL) were performed in a microplate well that
contained substrate (2 mM p-coumaric acid or ferulic acid),
cofactors (10–1000 μM FAD, 25–200 μM NADH) and a cofactor
regeneration system (see Supporting Information). Reactions were
started by addition of PrnF (566 mUmL� 1, activity determined
spectrophotometrically as described in the Supporting Information)

and hydroxylase (1 mgmL� 1). The reactions were stopped by mixing
with 40 μL of catechol reagent to generate a colored Fe3+/product
complex. From the absorbance at 595 nm, the concentration of
formed product was calculated by means of a standard curve
(Figure S3). The same assay was used to determine uncoupling in
the 4HPA3H reaction. Therefore, quantification of formed caffeic
acid was coupled to the determination of H2O2 using a modification
of the method described by Dippe and Ulbrich-Hofmann.[43]

In vitro conversion of monophenols

The reactions (200 μL) were performed in duplicates under
optimized conditions (see Supporting Information). After 16 hours
of incubation, the samples were centrifuged and the acidified
supernatant was extracted with ethyl acetate. The extracts were
analyzed by HPLC analysis (see Supporting Information).
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